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Abstract
Although artificial prostheses for diseased heart valves have been around for several decades,
viable heart valve replacements have yet to be developed due to their complicated nature. The
majority of research in heart valve replacement technology seeks to improve decellularization
techniques for porcine valves or bovine pericardium as an effort to improve current clinically used
valves. The drawback of clinically used valves is that they are nonviable and thus do not grow or
remodel once implanted inside patients. This is particularly detrimental for pediatric patients, who
will likely need several reoperations over the course of their lifetimes to implant larger valves as
the patient grows. Due to this limitation, additional biomaterials, both synthetic and natural in
origin, are also being investigated as novel scaffolds for tissue engineered heart valves,
specifically for the pediatric population. Here, we provide a brief overview of valves in clinical
use as well as of the materials being investigated as novel tissue engineered heart valve scaffolds.
Additionally, we focus on natural-based biomaterials for promoting cell behavior that is indicative
of the developmental biology process that occurs in the formation of heart valves in utero, such as
epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition or transformation (EMT). By engineering materials that
promote native developmental biology cues and signaling, while also providing mechanical
integrity once implanted, a viable tissue engineered heart valve may one day be realized. A viable
tissue engineered heart valve, capable of growing and remodeling actively inside a patient, could
reduce risks and complications associated with current valve replacement options and improve
overall quality of life in the thousands of patients who received such valves each year, particularly
for children.
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Introduction
Heart valve disease represents a leading cause of mortality and morbidity in today’s world.
Nearly 300,000 valve replacement surgeries are performed each year, and this number is
expected to triple as the aging population increases over the next 30 years [1]. While there
are several valve replacement options available commercially, the currently available
prostheses are not appropriate for pediatric patients due to size limitations and the need for
reoperations as the patients grow [2]. Nearly 20,000 children worldwide are born each year
with congenital heart defects, many of which require a heart valve replacement [3–4]. Tissue
engineering has been proposed as a way to address the lack of a viable valve replacement,
where complex scaffolds with biomimetic mechanical properties undergo growth, cellular
invasion, and subsequent remodeling after being implanted in a patient. A particularly
promising development is the rise of cell-directive biomaterials which have tunable
mechanical properties and are bioactive in their ability to control cell growth and protein
synthesis. In addition, the merging of developmental biology principles with tissue
engineering innovations offers a chance to create an active biomaterial that will mimic the
native environment of the developing heart valve and perhaps lead to the first viable tissue
engineered heart valve replacements.

Drawbacks of Currently Used Heart Valve Replacements
The two types of clinically utilized prostheses are mechanical and bioprosthetic heart valve
replacements. Of the roughly 90,000 annual heart valve replacements in the U.S.,
approximately 50% receive either porcine or bovine derived bioprosethetic vales, 43%
receive mechanical valves, and 7% receive human valves (either cadaveric allografts or
autografts via the Ross procedure) [5]. Mechanical valves are usually composed of metals,
pyrolytic carbon, and expanded poly(tetraflouoroethylene) (ePTFE) and provide a
significant product life-span of greater than 20 years [6]. Various models, each with its own
advantages and drawbacks, have been developed over the years including ball and cage
valves, tilted disk valves, and bileaflet valves [7–12]. Unfortunately, thrombosis is a
significant risk after implantation of these devices, and a patient must remain on anti-
coagulants for the remainder of his or her life. These valves also can experience
hemodynamic failures, where the valve mechanism becomes ‘stuck’ in either the opened or
closed position, a severe and potentially fatal complication. Most clinically used
bioprosthetic valves are usually porcine valves or bovine pericardial tissues, decellularized
to reduce antigenicity [7–22]. Porcine heart valves and bovine pericardium are
decellularized through a variety of techniques and chemically crosslinked before
sterilization and implantation. Usually the valve or valve construct is washed in enzyme
solutions (DNAase, RNAase, etc.) to remove cells and cellular debris, followed by chemical
crosslinking with glutaraldehyde or similar agents. Although this crosslinking process has
been used since 1960, it leads to in vivo calcification and altered mechanical properties [8,
23–24]. For thorough treatments on the wide number of decellularization and crosslinking
processes of xenograft valves, reviews are available [9, 11, 15–16]. Several promising
animal studies using such valves are covered in these papers, although there are some
reviews that report a lack of data and significant failure in preclinical trials [15, 25]. While
patients who receive these bioprosthetic valves do not require anticoagulant treatment, the
valves also exhibit shorter life spans, due to mechanical failures and extensive calcification,
which can lead to more reoperations compared to patients receiving mechanical valves.
Nearly 65% of patients under age 60 who receive a xenograft or allograft valve need
reoperation(s) after 15 years [6]. Other studies indicate even shorter life spans for these
valves, with patients needing a new replacement in less than 10 years [16]. Younger patients
who receive bioprosthetic valves tend to live more active lifestyles than older recipients;
thus, those who receive such implants have increased hemodynamic and metabolic demands
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on valve replacements that can hasten mechanical failure. The major disadvantage of both
mechanical and most bioprosthetic valves available clinically is that they are nonviable. In
other words, these valves are incapable of growing or remodeling after being implanted and
essentially begin to ‘wear out’ from the moment they are implanted. This is a significant
drawback, especially in pediatric patients who will require future operations to implant new,
larger valves as the patients grow. Table 1 summarizes the clinically used valve
replacements, their origins and materials. The field of tissue engineering has been promoted
as a way to create a viable prosthetic heart valve, with improved biocompatibility, reduced
antigenicity, and the ability to grow and remodel in vivo.

How Tissue Engineering Can Improve Heart Valve Replacements
Heart valve tissue engineering follows one of a few methods of development (Figure 1). In
one approach, synthetic or natural polymer scaffolds are created in a mold or platform.
Other groups use xenografts as their scaffold starting material, chemically or physically
altering the structure prior to additional work [26]. The primary function of heart valves is
the unidirectional flow of blood, which places significant mechanical forces on the leaflets
during a cardiac cycle. Specifically, when the valves are closed they are under significant
transvalvular pressure to resistant retrograde blood flow [27–29]. Because of these loading
demands in vivo, any tissue engineered heart valve must be ‘pre-conditioned’ to withstand
mechanical loads in vitro. Numerous groups have designed protocols and bioreactors that
improve both hemodynamic and mechanical properties of polymer scaffolds both with and
without pre-seeded cells from a variety of sources [30–40]. Some studies pre-seed scaffold
constructs with cells, while others rely on circulating cells to repopulate the scaffold in vitro.
Such circulating cells may be responsible for replenishing cells within native heart valves
[24]. Ideally, autologous cells should be used, which improve patient response to the valve
as well as provide remodeling of the extracellular matrix (ECM) in the valve leaflets,
improving biocompatibility. Finally the replacement valve is implanted, at which point it
may undergo further in situ remodeling. This response can be a positive factor in that the
valve becomes integrated into the patient’s heart and can be remodeled to resemble a
naturally occurring valve. However, it is also possible that an implanted replacement valve
may cause thrombosis or fibrotic tissue development. Currently available xenografts from
porcine and bovine tissue can develop significant calcification, as non-human cell remnants
promote formation of calcific nodules [9]. Another drawback of porcine and bovine
xenografts is the possibility that non-human pathogens can be transmitted to the patient,
including porcine endogenous retrovirus and bovine spongiform encephalopathy [41–42]. It
is worth noting that the use of xeongrafts may not be considered tissue engineered valves, as
they are already formed and only require processing before implantation. However, several
tissue engineering research groups are using these approved valve replacements in
combination with biomaterials or seeded-cells to create a TEHV platform, such cases will be
discussed in later sections of this paper. Several scaffolds have been designed to promote
endothelialization in vivo, so that acellular grafts encourage host cells to populate and
remodel the valve scaffold once it has been implanted. The next generation of tissue
engineered heart valves should have improved biocompatibility, hemodynamic/mechanical
properties, as well as promote re-cellularization and remodeling all while reducing
immunogenic responses, limiting calcification and thrombosis, and reducing stress-related
failures associated with current clinical heart valve replacements.

Importance of Valvulogenesis to Tissue Engineered Heart Valves
An emerging area of biomaterials research for TEHV seeks to fuse the techniques and
approaches of tissue engineering with the essentials of developing heart valve biology. To
better imitate the natural environment that leads to heart valves in utero, understanding the
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mechanical and biological signals that control valve development is necessary [43–47]. One
important process in the embryonic development of the heart valve is epithelial-to-
mesenchymal transition or transformation (EMT). In the developing heart valve, EMT
occurs when cells from the endocardium differentiate into mesenchymal cells and migrate
into the cardiac jelly that forms the developing pre-valve cardiac cushions, producing the
ECM proteins that begin to form the leaflets (Figure 2) [48–56]. The cardiac cushion is
primarily composed of glycosaminoglycans (GAGs), such as chondroitin sulfate and
hyaluronic acid (HA), and filled with signaling molecules that regulate further valve
development [49, 51]. Although the exact composition is unknown, some of the molecules
that elicit or control EMT behavior include cytokines such as transforming growth factor β1
and β2 (TGF-β1, 2), vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), bone morphogenic protein
2 (BMP2), MEKK3, and Notch1 [47–49, 54–58]. Pathways including these EMT driving
signals may be important to include and manipulate in developing in vitro TEHVs. The
expression of signaling molecules to initiate EMT is not sufficient to control the process.
Chiu et al. demonstrated that there is specific localization of TGF-β3, BMP2, and VEGFA in
the overall process of EMT and valve remodeling [58]. The cardiac cushions regulate a
complex synthesis of ECM molecules, leading to the elegant architecture that is heart valve
leaflets and a fully functional valve. The properties of this ECM dictate short- and long-term
function and durability of the valve; any defect present in the ECM architecture can lead to
valve dysfunction or failure. Understanding how such a complex system naturally arises in
the developing valve presents an opportunity to create a superior TEHV built on the same
fundamental developmental cues that occur in utero. We believe that biomaterials designed
to promote and control EMT will provide the next generation of TEHVs, synthesized
including native signaling molecules and mechanical forces.

The development of heart valves is a complicated process that is not fully understood. EMT
represents the initial step of valve formation which must be completed correctly before the
endocardial cushion can remodel and eventually develop into a mature valve leaflet.
Numerous studies show mutations of genes important in EMT, such as Has2 and MEKK3,
result in lethalality. Camenisch et al. showed that mice lacking Has2 do not have HA present
in cardiac jelly which prevents proper formation of cardiac cushions [59]. In a study with
MEKK3 knockout mice, authors observed reduced endocardial cell proliferation, such that
EMT could not occur [60]. Such studies indicate that although post-EMT remodeling of
cardiac cushions may be important for proper mature valve formation and function, the
initial process of EMT is the critical first step that may need to be focused on for future
tissue engineered valve studies. Biomaterials capable of promoting or controlling these
initial stages of valve formation may be key in creating de novo tissue engineered valve
replacements, especially for pediatric patients who need valves with different physical
characteristics than adult patients.

The difference in valve morphologies by patient age are an important consideration in the
development of viable TEHVs. Several prominent research groups have discussed the role
of valvular remodeling during disease, noting that a number of valvular defects may be
caused by a genetic abnormality or functional defect related to the developmental process
[60–61]. Fetal and post-natal valves demonstrate a high level of remodeling, due primarily
to the activated myofibroblast-like phenotype of valvular interstitial cells which proliferate
quickly in early stages of development but de-activate and become quiescent in adult valves
[61–62]. Changes in mature valve characteristics are due to the alteration of ECM
production or organization during valve maturation. Stephens et al. studied changes in
material behavior of porcine mitral and aortic valves in animals ranging from 6 wks to 6
years (simulating child to adult behaviors) [63]. They observed that as the animals aged,
there were significant increases in fibrosa thickness, leaflet stiffness, and loss of
extensibility. The group also reported that there was an increase in collagen content as the
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animals aged and a marbling effect in the fibrosa with collagen fibers interspersed with
GAGs. Although not directly related to EMT or valvulogenesis, considerations such as age
of patient and “age” of heart valve will need to be considered when developing viable valve
replacements. In this light, biomaterials which elicit EMT behavior may be more suitable for
developing heart valves for neonates or other young patients who need heart valve
replacements which exhibit characteristics of native neonatal or juvenile valves.

Custom Creations: Heart Valves Engineered from Synthetic Biomaterials
Since the rise of tissue engineering nearly 30 years ago, biomaterials have been an obvious
answer to the question of how to create scaffolds to promote regeneration of natural tissues
[64]. In this same time span, the rise of polymer science has created a plethora of materials
with a wide range of mechanical, chemical, and biomedical properties. Several of these have
received wide use in the clinic such as, poly(lactic acid) (PLA), poly(glycolic acid) (PGA)
and poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA), primarily as biodegradable sutures. One of the
advantages of synthetic biomaterials is the ability to vary the mechanical properties over a
large range, alter the chemical properties to achieve numerous configurations, and tailor in
vivo degradation times. In addition, since several of these materials have already been
approved by the FDA for medical applications, numerous researchers have used them as a
platform for new projects. Table 2 summarizes synthetic and natural polymer materials
currently researched in TEHVs.

One of the most common polymers used in biomaterials research is poly(ethylene glycol) or
PEG [65–69]. When implanted in the body, PEG chains become hydrated, presenting a
hydrophilic surface rendering it bio-inert [65]. PEG gels can be modified by crosslinking,
chemical modification via the addition of peptide chains or bioactive molecules, and
copolymerization to alter mechanical properties. Recently, dynamically tunable PEG-based
systems have been developed that respond to either mechanical or optical cues. Benton et al.
investigated a highly crosslinked PEG hydrogel loaded with an MMP-sensitive peptide for
studying the behavior of porcine valvular interstial cells (VICs) [65–66]. These cells
populate native valves, and understanding their behavior in a 3D dynamic mechanical
environment will be important in creating new valve replacements. Also, the interaction of
VICs and valvular endothelial cells (VECs), has been shown to play a significant role in
cellularization and matrix remodeling of valve scaffolds [6]. Similar work on a
photosensitive PEG-based gel has been done to create a system with tunable mechanical
properties. These gels show that encapsulated cells respond by differentiation due to
gradients in substrate stiffness created using UV light [67–69]. Polyurethanes are another
attractive option for heart valve tissue engineering, as several are incorporated into
commercially available such as Elast-Eon medical products including plastic surgery
implants or as insulation on pacemaker leads. These materials can withstand ~500 million
cycles when tested in a flow system mimicking heart valve hemodynamics [70]. Composite
scaffold leaflets made from polycarbonate soft segments (PCU, a soft polyurethane) and
polyhedral oligomeric silsesquioxanes (POSS) nanoparticles showed improved mechanical
properties compared to PCU control samples [70]. These same studies showed that the PCU-
POSS leaflets had reduced platelet affinity, meaning these materials should be non-
thrombogenic.

Biodegradation is another important property considered in TEHVs. Scaffolds that can be
enzymatically or hydrolytically degraded as cells invade and remodel present an attractive
option for potentially viable heart valve replacements. This is especially interesting for
exploiting the developmental pathways, such as inducing EMT, to promote cellularization
and ECM synthesis in valve replacements. Several groups use such biodegradable polymers
as a base for their scaffolding system, incorporating additional polymers to provide
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enhanced mechanical properties. Because PLA and PGA were already accepted as
biocompatible, biodegradable polymers, initial heart valve tissue engineering research
focused on testing these materials. PLA and PGA composite scaffold leaflets were seeded
with human fibroblasts and then had bovine aortic endothelial cells added to create a leaflet
that mimicked native valve structure [71–72]. However, early non-woven versions of the
scaffold system were too soft to be tested in animal models, and woven PLA:PGA scaffolds
implanted in the pulmonary valve position in a lamb model had a failure rate of 75% due to
infection and problems with implant shrinkage and deformation [71]. Because the traditional
PGA-based scaffolds did not exhibit sufficient mechanical properties to promote further
research, additives and other polymers have been added to PGA-systems to create tissue
engineered valve replacements [2, 73]. One of the most common involves the addition of a
polyhydroxyalkanoate called poly-4-hydroxybutyrate (P4HB), a bioabsorbable
thermoplastic that can be molded into the complex shape of a heart valve and sealed together
without the use of sutures [74]. In a seminal study, ovine VICs and VECs were seeded on
PGA valve scaffolds coated with P4HB before implantation into a lamb model [75]. Results
indicated ECM protein synthesis and mechanical properties similar to native valves after 20
weeks of study, while the polymer implant itself degraded within 8 weeks. More recently,
another study where these valves were implanted in sheep using a catheter showed that the
valves functioned up to 8 weeks. Thus these valves may pave the way for future preclinical
trials in humans [76]. Another study utilized amniotic fluid-derived stem cells seeded onto
the PGA:P4HB scaffolds and conditioned in vitro in a pulsatile system [77]. After
conditioning, scaffolds exhibited endothlelialization, cell proliferation, and increased ECM
components such as GAGs over control groups, indicating the potential of these cells in
creation of a viable valve replacement. These cells were investigated as an alternative to
bone marrow derived cells as a potential autologous cell source, although limited availability
may limit their use to pediatric cases.

Despite what seems like initial success, this material has not been accepted for clinical use
yet due to numerous uncertainties in how the valves function in vivo. Another study showed
that the enhanced mechanical properties due to P4HB coatings on these valves degraded
within a few weeks of in vitro conditioning in a bioreactor [32]. More work has been done
on this polymer system to explore if cellularization can improve scaffold function. In 2003,
Dvorin et al. showed that ovine VECS and endothelial progenitor cells (EPCs) respond to
VEGF and TGF-β1 signaling when seeded onto PGA/P4HB gels [78]. The gels seeded with
EPCs also promote increased DNA content and ECM protein synthesis; however, they also
have much higher modulus than unseeded control scaffolds (7x) and native valves (40x)
[79]. While these materials exhibit improved mechanical properties and have shown good
hemodynamic properties in conditioning bioreactors, they are often not physiologically
relevant in respect to presenting a scaffold that can be invaded and remodeled by cells. For
this reason, another class of materials, one more familiar to the body, is being investigated to
provide the biological cues to promote and control cell growth.

Nature Made: Controlling Cell Behavior in Engineered Heart Valves
Recently there has been a shift from synthetic polymeric materials to more natural ones
based on ECM components. While they offer less flexibility in characterization than their
synthetic counterparts, they do provide mechanical properties comparable to native tissues
and the possibility of biological cues needed to direct and control cell growth. These
materials also promote natural developmental processes, such as EMT, in order to achieve
optimum scaffold function. Because they present cells with proteins present in native
developing valves, it may be possible to ‘trick’ cells into undergoing valvulogenesis thereby
growing a replacement heart valve in vitro for patients of all ages, including newborns with
congenital heart defects. Gels made from collagen, fibronectin, HA, elastin, and other ECM
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components present cells with signals that promote in vitro and in vivo remodeling. This
remodeling may be beneficial in creating a viable valve replacement. Thus, if the valve can
remodel after implantation, its overall function may be improved, leading to a better quality
of life for patients.

The two most examined natural biomaterials for tissue engineered heart valves are HA and
collagen [73, 80–87]. Both of these materials are present in native valves at various
developmental stages. The cardiac cushions in the developing heart valve contain a
significant amount of HA, which plays a role in regulating ECM production and initiating/
controlling EMT of endocardial cells [49, 88]. HA gels undergo slow biodegradation
through hyaluronases, making them an excellent scaffold system for in vitro or in vivo
remodeling. The spongiosa of native valves contains >90% HA and chondroitin sulfate,
indicating these materials are non-thrombogenic and non-immunogenic. It is also
hypothesized that utilizing HA in gel scaffolds may provide biological cues to cells and
promote specific ECM production. For example in a study where neonatal rat smooth
muscle cells were grown on HA gels, elastin production increased compared to cells grown
on plastic after 4 weeks of culture [73]. Elastin is an important component of the mature
valve, responsible for supporting the closed structure of the valve. Crosslinkable HA gels
modified with methacrylate groups and co-polymerized with PEG-diacrylate showed
encapsulated porcine VICs alter production of ECM proteins based on molecular weight of
HA degradation products [80].

Collagen is one of the main ECM proteins produced in developing valves and maintained in
mature valves, inducing anisotropic mechanical properties that the valve utilizes for proper
function for up to three billion cardiac cycles. Because it provides a significant amount of
mechanical strength and its alignment results in anisotropic strain response, collagen is often
included in composite scaffold systems [84, 89]. However, on its own, collagen lacks the
necessary mechanical properties to create a physiologically relevant heart valve
replacement. Crosslinkable, methacrylated HA used in combination with collagen is another
attractive choice for tissue engineered heart valves [90]. This composite material provides
the fibrous structure of native valve leaflets, through collagen, with increased mechanical
properties of HA and has been shown to promote proliferation of fibroblasts [82–83]. The
addition of HA alters the formation of collagen fiber network, meaning that cells cannot
significantly contract the composite gels compared with the collagen only networks.
Collagen has also been combined with another GAG, chondroitin sulfate, to create mitral
valve leaflet replacements [81]. These scaffolds showed in vitro development into similar
architecture as native valves when seeded with porcine VICs and VECs.

An alternative use of collagen as a scaffold material has been developed by Yamanami et al.
who have pioneered a technique to create collagen-based valve scaffolds in vivo using the
foreign body response of an organism [91–93]. Silicone rods were shaped into valve molds
and wrapped in polyurethane or autologous connective tissue from Japanese white rabbits
before implantation in subcutaneous cavities in the same animals. Over the course of 4
weeks, the host response to the implant was to secret connective tissue, primarily collagen,
to coat the mold and fill in the aperture between rods. This created a tri-leaflet valve
composed primarily of collagen that showed promising behavior including moderate (<20%)
regurgitation in pulsatile conditioning systems mimicking pulmonary conditions [92–93].
An initial in vivo test using a beagle model over 84 days also showed promising results,
although the authors noted that the study was on “allograft” valves implanted in the
pulmonary position. Implants showed signs of neovascularization and minimal endothelial
and myofibroblast cell attachment [91–93]. Future studies are going to focus on using
“autograft” valves and further characterization of cellular response, in addition to long-term
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in vivo response. Because the grafts are composed almost exclusively of fibrous collagen,
they may lack proper mechanical properties needed for long term function in humans.

Fibrin gels present another potentially viable alternative for TEHVs, since they can be
derived from the patient thereby eliminating the worry of an adverse immunogenic response.
Although studies of fibroblasts encapsulated in fibrin gels show increased collagen
production and anisotropic mechanical properties, these materials do not have sufficient
mechanical properties needed to be considered sustainable heart valve scaffold materials
[89, 94–97]. Studies testing mechanical conditioning in the form of cyclic distension of
fibrin scaffolds seeded with either porcine VICs or human dermal fibroblasts showed
increased mechanical properties and collagen production compared to statically grown
control samples [98]. This could indicate that fibrin-based scaffolds remodel and thus might
generate sufficient mechanical properties for implantation, if conditioned correctly. Another
approach for TEHVs involves improving clinically used mechanical valves.
Hydroxyapaptite, a naturally occurring biomaterial present in bones, has been investigated
as a coating for mechanical valves. The thought is that by increasing biocompatibility of the
material presented in vivo of mechanical valves, that the problems of thrombogensis may be
lessened eliminating the need for anticoagulant therapy [99]. While the preliminary results
of natural biomaterials for TEHVs are promising, even with the advent of EMT-inducing
and controlling materials, biocompatibility alone will not be enough to create the ‘perfect’
heart valve replacement. The valve substitute must also have sufficient mechanical
properties to withstand the hemodynamic demands of a beating heart. The combination of
cell-instructive biomaterials with other techniques that introduce mechanical strength could
create such a scaffold system.

Another important consideration in future development of TEHV is the selection of a source
of cells to seed onto scaffolds. Ideally a patient’s own cells could be harvested for this
purpose, however the practicality of such options may be limited depending on the severity
of the patient’s condition [100]. In one study, Hoffman-Kim et al. looked at three different
cell lines as potential seeding sources for tissue engineering scaffolds. Sheep cells from the
tricuspid heart valve leaflet were compared to cells obtained from jugular vein and carotid
artery. Cells from the jugular veins showed higher initial production of collagen in vitro
compared to the other lines. A final note from this study indicates that synthesis of collagen,
elastin, and GAGs significantly decreased as passage number increased (up to passage 4, 28
days) in all cells lines. This trend may indicate a time limit for seeded cells to perform
necessary protein synthesis and organization in TEHV scaffolds. Other research groups are
focusing on a wide variety of cell lines as potential sources for TEHVs. Numerous groups
have previously reported the use of MSCs, EPCs, or VICs and/or VECs to seed scaffolds in
attempts to promote a specific type of cell behavior. A common behavior of all of these cells
is that they exhibit remodeling potential that can be useful in controlling valve properties
[101]. For example, Cebotari et al. demonstrated that allograft valves seeded with
autologous EPCs in juveniles exhibited function and somatic growth, presumably due to
cellular behavior within the valves [102]. However the feasibility and practicality of using
autologous valve cells from a patient who needs a valve replacement is disputable. Also, it is
uncertain that a sufficient number of valve cells could be grown in a suitable timeline for
patients needing a valve replacement; although some initial work has been done to
determine an appropriate seeding density of VICs [103]. In their study reports an in vitro
conditioned human pulmonary valve seeded with autologous VICs showed significant cell
proliferation and seeding within 4 days of culture, suggesting that it might be possible to
generate valves seeded with autologous cells in a relatively short time frame. In another
approach, researchers are attempting to use alternative cell types, and provide them with
biological or mechanical signals necessary to generate valve-like cells. For example,
Appleton et al. demonstrated that vascular smooth muscle cells harvested from rat aortas
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exhibit a myofibroblast-like phenotype when exposed to TGF-β1, basic fibroblast growth
factor (bFGF), and platelet derived growth factor (PDGF) [104]. Although this treatment
showed increased collagen, fibronectin, and versican, there is some uncertainty in its
potential use as a cell source in valve replacements, since a prolonged active phenotype is
also the hallmark of numerous disease states. Ideally, a cell source for TEHVs will exhibit
phenotype plasticity, or stem cell-like behavior by being able to modulate between active
and quiescent phenotypes based on flow regimes and soluble growth factors. Because
initiating and controlling EMT is the proposed first key step in creating tissue engineered
valves, a cell type with behaviors similar to EMT represent a promising source for scaffolds.
A study by Paruchuri et al. demonstrated that human pulmonary valve progenitor cells show
phenotypic plasticity that can be modulated between endothelial and mesenchymal states by
introduction of VEGF or TGF-β2 treatment, respectively [105]. In these studies, clones of
valve progenitor cells were shown to vary between endothelial markers and mesenchymal
behavior (increase aSMA, migration, invasion, MMP-1 and 2). It is precisely this kind of
controllable behavior and phenotype that is needed in an EMT-inducing platform for
TEHVs. The inclusion of molecules that modulate cell phenotype, migration, and invasion
will be key in promoting these behaviors in the development of a viable valve replacement.

Best of Both Worlds: Bioactivity and Mechanical Properties
While the increasing interest in natural biomaterials is promising, ECM-derived polymer
materials alone do not have sufficient mechanical properties to meet physiological demands
as implantable heart valve constructs. Native heart valves are highly complex structures,
with multiple levels of architecture and layers of mechanical and biological properties that
have evolved over time into the fully functioning system. A more complete understanding of
native heart valve properties is needed before we can create a living replacement heart valve.
Additional insights into valve leaflet mechanical properties and how these relate to its
function will enable researchers to define key elements to work on improving in engineered
heart valves [106]. Ideally, the creation of a viable TEHV replacement will combine the
enhanced bioactivity of EMT-promoting biomaterials with the improved mechanical
properties of electrospun (ES) fibers. Electrospinning represents a unique technique which
allows for the creation of nanoscale fibers that form fibrous scaffolds which mimic the
architecture of natural ECM. Both synthetic and natural polymers are used in
electrospinning for the creation of a wide variety of mechanical properties, structures, fiber
diameters, and other characteristics. Since ES fibers result in increased surface area and
interconnected three dimensional porous environments, the scaffolds represent a biomimetic
system. These fibers also play an important role in modulation of mechanical properties. In
light of this, there have been reports using electrospinning techniques for heart valve tissue
engineering [107–111]. The ability to alter the alignment of ES fibers also allows for the
creation of anisotropy in a sample’s mechanical properties. It is precisely this anisotropy
control that makes electrospinning attractive to TEHV biomaterials research. Unfortunately,
the pores of ES scaffolds may be too small to promote cellular invasion, therefore people
have begun to create complex, composite ES scaffolds pre-seeded with cells. For instance,
while initial results in creating an ES poly(ester urea urethane) (PEUU) scaffold were
successful in creating anisotropic mechanical properties similar to native pulmonary valves,
little cellular invasion into these systems was observed [112]. Further work has been done to
create an ES system capable of integrating smooth muscle cells into the PEUU fibers during
the electrospinning process [113]. Such a composite system exhibits physiologically
interesting mechanical properties as well as the ability to control cell alignment with
external mechanical stimulation, as exhibited by Stella et al. (Figure 3) [114].
Polycaprolactone fibers produced by electrospinning created a functional bioabsorbable
scaffold that has leaflets which opened synchronously and exhibit correct coaptation in the
diastolic phase although additional studies are needed [110]. Another research group created
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hybrid scaffolds of poly(glycerol sebacate) (PGS) and PCL [115]. By varying the ratio of
PGS:PCL, the authors were able to achieve a wide range of fiber diameters. Results also
demonstrated that increasing the ratio of PGS:PCL increase mechanical properties including
elastic modulus, ultimate tensile strength, and ultimate elongation, exhibiting mechanical
properties similar to native aortic valve tissues. HUVECs seeded on the hybrid scaffolds
exhibited increased attachment and proliferation compared to cells seeded on PCL control
scaffolds. Interestingly, a research group reported that mesenchymal stem cells seeded on
polydioxaneone (PDO) electrospun bioabsorbable patches were implanted into the right
ventricle outflow tract of 6 lambs for up to 8 months. They found that PDO scaffolds were
completely degraded and replaced by endothelialized tissue with an ECM similar to native
tissue [116].

As well as the classical ES techniques for heart valve tissue engineering, groups have used it
in combination with other techniques such as fused deposition modeling and reactive
electrospinning in a double syringe system. Chen et al. developed ES thermoplastic
polyurethane (ES-TPU) scaffolds with a well-aligned fiber network using fused deposition
modeling (FDM) for a dynamic design, which is important for heart valve constructs. They
showed that such a combination of ES-TPU and FDM gave excellent elasticity and
improved hemodynamic properties in bioreactors but have yet to complete in vitro or in vivo
cell-seeding studies [117]. Such studies may offer key insights about to create systems with
specific architectures like the complex valve environment. Work is needed to improve the
ability to control the scale of composite systems, so that suitably sized valve replacements
could be synthesized with the correct architecture.

Where Do We Go From Here?
The road to creating a usable TEHV replacement is a challenging one, filled with the need to
improve chemical, biological, and mechanical properties of any proposed system. Advances
in understanding the characteristics of the developing heart valve and the environment that
creates it will allow researchers to pursue cell-directive materials for creation of a valve
scaffold that can be invaded and remodeled after implantation in a patient. This prospective
also provides a starting point for further biomaterials research, instead of the empirical
approach currently used by selecting a material used in other applications and then testing its
functionality as a heart valve scaffold. Biomaterials that induce EMT and other
developmental behaviors offer the ability to control and direct cellularization of potential
heart valve replacements, but these materials lack the needed mechanical properties to be
physiologically relevant. ES fiber systems offer synthesis and control over enhanced
mechanical properties of scaffold constructs but do not sufficiently promote or regulate
required cellular activities to create a viable valve replacement. In view of these individual
technical drawbacks, the next generation of biomaterials for TEHVs should look at
combining EMT-inducing material properties with ES techniques. The combination of the
two methods may allow for bioactive, viable valves with physiologically relevant
mechanical properties needed to maintain in vivo function. As we get closer to living valve
replacements, we will also have to make decisions about how to best evaluate their structure
and function. Current regulations for heart valve replacements are relevant only for the non-
viable mechanical and bioprosthetic valves used clinically [118]. Such guidelines will be
important for screening potential scaffold candidates for preclinical and clinical trials. The
studies highlighted above represent interesting advances in biomaterials for tissue
engineered heart valves at different stages in their progress from bench to bedside. For the
interested reader, additional reviews on heart valve tissue engineering are available [2, 15,
119–122].
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List of Abbreviations and Acronyms

bFGF Basic fibroblast growth factor

BMP2 Bone morphogenic protein 2

DOA Deoxycholic Acid

ES Electrospun

EPC Endothelial/Epithelial progenitor cell

EMT Epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition or transformation

ePTFE Expanded poly(tetraflouroethylene)

ECM Extracellular matrix

FDM Fused deposition modeling

GAG Glycosaminoglycan

HA Hyaluronic acid

HAp Hydroxyapatite

MMP Matrix metalloproteinase

MSC Mesenchymal stem cell

MEKK3 Mitogen-activated protein 3 kinase

PDGF Platelet derived growth factor

PEUU Poly(ester urea urethane)

PEG Poly(ethylene glycol)

PGS Poly(glycerol sebacate)

PGA Poly(glycolic acid)

PLA Poly(lactic acid)

PLGA Poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid)

P4HB Poly-4-hyrdoxybutyrate

PCL Polycaprolactone

PCU Polycarbonate

PDO Polydioxaneone

POSS Polyhedral oligomeric silsesquioxanes

TPU Thermoplastic polyurethane

TGF-β1 Transforming growth factor β1

TGF-β2 Transforming growth factor β2

VEC Valvular endothelial cell
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VIC Valvular interstitial cell

VEGF Vascular endothelial growth factor
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Fig. 1.
Overview of common heart valve tissue engineering schemes, from selection of valve and
cell sources to in vivo evaluation. Other factors considered in evaluation of valve construct:
in vitro/in vivo loading environment and forces, material properties (degradation, geometry,
fiber architecture), cellular invasion, protein synthesis/ECM production. Dashed lines
represent the feedback of results into selection of new valve and/or cell sources or
alterations to in vitro/in vivo conditioning, thus illustrating the reiterative nature of creating
TEHVs. Adapted from [45, 136]
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Fig. 2.
Illustration of EMT in the developing heart. Inserts are enlargement of atrioventricular canal
(AVC). Left: Developing heart tube prior to cardiac cushion formation. Endocardial cells
(shown in blue) line inside of u-shaped tubular heart separated from the myocardium (red)
by a layer of cardiac jelly. Middle: The expansion of cardiac jelly, caused by secreted GAGs
such as chondroitin sulfate and HA, leads to the development of cardiac cushion which
contain signaling molecules (including, but not exclusive to TGF-β1 and β2, VEGF, BMP2,
Notch1). Right: Endocardial cells undergoing EMT (shown in green) break down cell-cell
junctions, elongate, and begin migrating into the cardiac cushions. Adapted from [137]
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Fig. 3.
Fluorescent microscope images showing cell-scaffold constructs made via electrospinning
PEUU and concurrently electrospraying rat vascular smooth muscle cells onto a rotating
mandrel. (Left, c) Constructs in a static (non-strained) environment show rounded cell nuclei
(blue) and random fiber orientation (red). (Right, d) Constructs under biaxial strain show
elongated cell nuclei and PEUU fiber alignment, demonstrating enhanced mechanical
properties of electrospun polymers compared with natural polymer systems. Reproduced
with permission from [114]
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Table 2

Various biomaterials being used for heart valve tissue engineering with cell lines seeded in vitro and animal
implants utilized.

Biomaterial Cell Line Useda Implanted Into References

Synthetic Materials

PEG hMSCs, Porcine VICs na [65–69]

PGA:PLA
Ovine fibroblasts, ECs, and

valve cells
Human fibroblasts, Bovine

aortic ECs
Lamb (2 weeks) [71–72]

PGA:P4HB
Ovine myofibroblasts, ECs

Ovine vascular and SCs,
Ovine EPCs, VECs

Human AFSCs

Lamb (20wks)
Sheep (8 weeks) [74–79]

PCL Human myofibroblasts na [109–111]

PGS:PCL HUVECs na [115]

PEUU Rat SMCs na [112–114, 134]

PDO Sheep MSCs Sheep (1, 4, 8
months) [116]

PCU-POSS na na [70]

Natural Materials

Collagen na Rats Beagles (84
days) [84, 91–93]

Hyaluronic Acid (HA) Porcine VICs
Neonatal rat SMCs na [73, 80, 85, 87]

Collagen/HA Composites Neonatal hDF
3T3s na [82–83, 90]

Gelatin Porcine VICs na [135]

Collagen/Chondroitin Sulfate Composite Porcine VICs, VECs na [81]

Fibrin/Fibronectin
hDF, Human aortic

myofibroblasts, Ovine arterial
SMCs and myofibroblasts

Porcine VICs
Sheep (3 months) [89, 94–98]

Hydroxyapatite (HAp) HUVECs na [99]

a
:Cell Line Abbreviations. Human mesenchymal stem cells (hMSCs), endothelial cells (ECs), stem cells (SCs), smooth muscle cells (SMCs),

human dermal fibroblasts (hDF), human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVECs), endothelial progenitor cells (EPCs), valvular endothelial cells
(VECs), valvular interstitial cells (VICs) amniotic fluid-derived stem cells (AFSCs).

na = not applicable
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